Happy Hokies Display Championship Trophies for Spectators and Photographers

Instant Replay

Gobbler Takes a Break
Karen Dillon Waits for Tech Rally

Coach Don DeVoe Maps Strategy During Tech Timeout

It begins with a basketball, swirling quickly through a net in New York City, to make with much fanfare. Blackshear and uncharted waters of the century.

Virginia Tech's first national championship.

And it was beautiful, if we hadn't won it all four years of it.

Assembled here are victorious at the final game, his 50-9 victory over Notre Dame. Has anyone settled down yet?

Times Photos
By Betty Masters

Down on His Knees, Peter Crafty Looks for Help
Charlie Thomas (left) and Calvin Wade Close In for Tech

ALLAN BREITOW Crewed with a Net
NBS. DON DEVIOE Promised Spectator
NICK FANNI DOKI Agitated Faceless
MARTHA SIATAS Ematic Cheerleader
GARY BROKAW Coats Before It